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Axie Infinity has been continuously surging since October 21st, impacted by Facebook rebranding around

Total value locked (TVL) across all chains is currently standing at $200.32Bn.  The overall value has made some recovery after reaching a significant low at
$174.9Bn the 24th of Feb.  Ethereum keeps leading the board of DeFi chains, with its current dominance above 54%. followed by Terra, with a dominance of
13.10%, and Binance Smart Chain with a dominance of 5.9%. Avalanche, Solana, Fantom, Tron, and Polygon have kept their positions within the top 10
leaderboard.
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Almost all major chains have experienced record
outflows as the total market capitalisation of the
crypto market is still at historical lows. The crypto
market has failed to maintain its bullish momentum
for more than a day and DeFi has paid the
consequences. 

As seen in the chart above, the  overall crypto
network activity was significantly down during
February, with almost all protocols' on-chain metrics
(like volume and active addresses) registering over a
two figure decline.

Investors must not lose faith in the idea the DeFi
market could bounce, as the recent changes in Gas
fees could potentially bring players to the DeFi
market once again. 

On another note, Ethereum gas fees have officially
dropped to their lowest yearly level. The average
cost of a transaction on the Ethereum network has
fallen below $10. ETH transaction average costs have
fallen by 83% since the last peak of Jan 22 when it
touched $50. 

Gross Value Locked of Smart Contract Platforms
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Ethereum's ecosystem has witnessed over 2 months of constant decline with its
overall value now sitting at $109.58b. Since mid-February, the protocol value has
remained below $120Bn, which is a significant drop compared with last year's
figures. 

Terra's protocol performed above the median. Its native token, LUNA, was the
best performer out of the top 10 coins on February's leaderboard with a monthly
appreciation of 41%. As another highlight, LUNA has also flipped Ethereum for
overall staked value after its bullish move

Due to the nature of Terra’s ecosystem, this sudden increase in TVL could
certainly sustain, especially if the bear market keeps printing continuation
patterns.
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The total value locked of BSC, similar to Ethereum, has experienced a gradual
decline since the beginning of May. The most recent picks in the total value of
the chain did not sustain, with the trend quickly returning below the $13Bn
mark.  The number of active addresses in the chain has also dropped from
1.80M in Jan to 1.07M in the last few days. 

At the time of this analysis, the TVL of Binance Smart Chain stands at $11.84b.  

The fourth-biggest DeFi chain in the world with over 171 protocols, Avalanche had
a notable month. The total value locked is $11.01Bn at the moment. 

AVAX made a comeback with a substantial increase in  transaction counts (the
highest number recorded was 1,100,404 transactions on January 27, 2022). The
number of active addresses has also increased substantially, now standing above
800K.  
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Fantom, the proof-of-stake network, now has $6.63b in Total Value Locked.
Tokens on Fantom protocol have emerged as top performers in recent
months as investors bet on the tokens of layer 1 projects as an alternate to
Ethereum. January was an outstanding month for Fantom's ecosystem, with
the TVL rising above $12.5Bn. On the contrary, February was quite a negative
month for the protocol as FTM's value plunged below $7Bn. 
 

Solana, Tron and Polygon have lost their places in the top ranking and are now
outside of the top 5 performing chains. These three protocols have
experienced a decline in their Total Value Locked with many of them reaching
yearly lows in both active addresses and the total amount of transactions. 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

Ethereum's price has failed to register a higher high price action pattern on the daily and weekly timeframe, and now the asset is close to breaking the support at
$2500.  As seen in the chart above, ETHUSD is above the critical ascending support zone (highlighted in blue) and bulls need to defend this demand zone to keep
Ether in green territory. If the asset fails to reject this level, bears will push the price to the next support at $2000. 
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Terra (LUNA) Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Terra has been the best performer this week, nonetheless there
seems to be an exhaustion of the bullish momentum around ATHs
(currently rejecting the $100 resistance). We believe a healthy retest is
a possibility before trending higher as Terra has become a safe-haven
asset against current systematic risks.

Binance's chart looks like it’s setting up a bullish reversal structure, with
the price now standing at a key ascending trend line on the weekly
timeframe.  Its last weekly candle closed as a bullish inverted hammer,
which could signal a short-term bullish season ahead.  An increase in
bullish pressure could push the price above $450-$500 easily.  
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Avalanche (AVAX) Fantom (FTM)

AVAX climbed over the $80 level last week as bulls returned in full force,
following weeks of market tension. There is clear renewed interest on the
weekly timeframe, with a key ascending trendline as the main catalyst for a
rally. If this ascending trendline highlighted in blue is respected, AVAX's future
ROI could be over 70%. The $120 and the $160 resistance points are the next
key levels challenging the asset. 

Fantom is currently facing a decisive moment with its price re-testing
the last critical support. The asset is standing at an inflexion point,
with the possibility of spiking significantly back to the $2 pivot level
or dropping below $1. 
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Solana (SOL) Tron (TRX)

Solana is now consolidating between two evident supply and demand
zones. The immediate resistance level is near $120K, while the significant
support level is at $60. The zones also converge with the 61.8% and the
78.6% retracement level of the Fibonacci, which means the pair could
potentially bounce in the next few days if bulls are given enough
confirmations. 

Tron's price has been plummeting with strong bearish momentum in the
last month which indicates the bears have taken control. For the current
panorama to change, there must be a clear rejection of the current level
(with a bullish closure of the weekly candle).   If bulls succeed, the
momentum could pick up and the TRXUSD pair could rise above $0.1
once again.
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